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OPERATOR
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2-in, 2-out
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1 Introduction

1.1 Key features of the I-NODE system

The iNode is fully programmable, from the local
control panel or remotely via a PC running
DimSTAT software. The iNode is compatible with
all IES Ethernet-enabled dimmers including
PowerModules, PowerBars and Matrix dimming
systems. It provides one Ethernet connection and
two DMX-in and 2 DMX-out connections

1.2 Ethernet connectivity

The I-NODE includes ‘power over LAN’ which will
maintain connectivity even if the local power
supply fails. Full details are given in section 7
Ethernet.

2 Positioning

2.1 Positioning

The I-NODE can be placed in any location where
there is sufficient ventilation to ensure that the
internal components operate within their optimum
temperature range. Avoid positioning the I-NODE
directly above a source of heat (e.g. a luminaire
lamp house).

2.2 Network connectivity
I-NODE is connected to the Ethernet system via
the RJ-45 connecter on the front panel. The unit
operates as a special type of network switch which
incorporates Power Over LAN facilities.

2.3 DMX connectivity
Direct dimmer connections from the I-NODE are
made using DMX 512 connected by a shielded
two-pair high-speed data cable with XLR 5-pin
connectors (male = input; female = output).

Pin connections:

1  0V shield

2 DMX -

3 DMX +

4 DimSTAT -

5 DimSTAT +

The I-NODE is equipped for bi-directional data on
pins 4 and 5 for connection to DimSTAT.
Termination is required for both DMX and
DimSTAT data on all networks. The last output
socket in the line should be terminated with two
120Ω 1/4 Watt resistors connected between pins 2
and 3 (DMX) and between 4 and 5 (DimSTAT). A
‘dummy plug’ XLR male connector with
termination resistors is recommended.

3      Control panel layout

POWER SUPPLY LED

Illuminates blue when power is on.

LINK LED

Illuminates continuous red if Ethernet is present
and flashes if there is no Ethernet signal.

ENT and cursor arrows

ENT (ENTer) completes a programming step and
records the information in the memory. The four
arrows provide navigation through the set-up
menu, and the means to enter data.

 Up. Higher level menu feature or
move cursor up in display screen or
number increment.

 Down. Lower level menu feature or
move cursor down in display screen
or number decrement.

 Left cursor. Move cursor left in
display screen.

 Right cursor. Move cursor right in
display screen.

U-A button

Access to the setup and status of Ethernet
Universe A.

U-B button

Access to the setup and status of Ethernet
Universe B.

U-C button

Access to the setup and status of Ethernet
Universe C.

U-D button

Access to the setup and status of Ethernet
Universe D.

EXIT button

Returns to the opening screen menu option
without recording changes.

INST button

INSTall function. To set up I-NODE options:
• DimSTAT communication address
• Ethernet IP address
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• Password setup
• Return to factory settings

INFO

INFOrmation. Provides a display of the software
version and Ethernet address. After 3 seconds the
display returns to its start-up screen.

CHK (with LED)

ChecK. LED illuminates if invalid DMX is sensed
on DMX A or DMX B. The CHK button is
inoperative.

4. Information displays

4.1 To check of the software version and
IP address of the I-NODE

1. Press INFO.

2. The screen shows:

Version 01.05

010.001.002.230

Version shows the installed software
version.

The second number is the unique IP
address by which the I-NODE can be
directly addressed.

Note: All I-NODE processor software will have
the same version number, but it will not
be necessarily the same version as for
the front panel. All software versions in
the same installation should be identical.
If they are not, contact your local
distributor or IES directly.

3. After 3 seconds the screen resets to its
initial display.

5 Programming

5.1 Password

For clarity, the following sections which describe
programming activities do not refer to the entry of
passwords. Passwords are included to prevent
unauthorised access to menu trees. The
passwords are 4-digit numbers with a factory
default of 0000 (no password necessary). For I-
NODE only one password is used to protect the
INSTallation menu from being inadvertently
changed after initialisation. If this menu is
selected, the next screen requests a password.
The password is entered by pressing the relevant

 and  cursor buttons to select the digit, and
the  and  cursor buttons to enter the number.

5.2 Navigation through the menus

The cursor buttons are used to move around the
menu screens, and to activate a set-up option or
parameter prior to adjustment. When a parameter
or option is activated, it is shown in square
brackets, e.g. [240] and it is this item which you
are changing on the screen. When you press ENT
to confirm the change, the screen will show:

DATA IS STORED

IN MEMORY

As this happens for each menu option, it is not
included in each following instruction.

5.3 Front Panel Controls

During the power-up reset process, the LCD
display shows the IP address and the software
version before displaying the initial screen:

A: X     B:X     C:X      D:X

001      002     101      102

This screen displays the 4 available universes,
whether or not they are active, and the first DMX
address on the universe.

Note: A cross (X) adjacent to a universe
number indicates it is not active. When a
universe registers communication, the X
changes to a V.

5.4 Monitoring the 4 universes

1. Press U-A, and the LCD displays:

A  :  X       Universe  A

CH  :  - - -     - - %       S : - - -

This displays all relevant information about

Universe A.

A : X

status of Universe A (X = inactive, V =
active)

Universe A = Universe identifier.

This is setup via DimSTAT software.

Press  to set CH:

DMX start address.

Press  to set %:

Maximum DMX output.

Press  to monitor S:

To check the DMX refresh  rate from the
desk. This can vary depending on the
size of the system, the number of
channels being processed by the desk
etc.
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5.5 To set up the password

1. Press INST.         

2. Press  of  to choose PASSWORD
DMX menu. Press ENT.

3. The screen shows:

NEW PASSWORD

[*]:*:*:*

4. Press  or  to select a digit to enter
(shown in square brackets).

5. Press  or  to adjust the digit.

Note: Make a copy of the password in the
back of this handbook, as the password
can be interrogated only via a DimSTAT
link to a remote PC. Resetting the
password to 0000 replaces the previous
setting.

6. Press ENT to leave the menu and
record the changes or EXIT (to leave
the previous settings unchanged).

 5.6 Return to factory settings

The I-NODE is supplied with a set of factory
default settings and recommended software set-
up parameters. It is advisable to reset the software
to the original factory settings in the case of a
significant software update.

To reset the I-NODE to factory default
settings

1. Press INST.

2. Press  or  to choose FACTORY
RESET menu. Press ENT.

3. The screen shows:

ARE YOU SURE ! !

CLEAR MEM. [NO]

4. Press  or  to select YES (shown in
square brackets).

5. Press ENT to leave the menu and reset
the I-NODE’s memory or EXIT (to leave
the previous settings unchanged).

The factory defaults are:

IP address 10.1.2.3

SUBNET address 255.255.255.000

GATEWAY address 000.000.000.000

6. DimSTAT
DimSTAT provides a system-wide network, and
operates on a host polling protocol where the PC
searches for connected dimmers and nodes at
initiation, and then regularly polls dimmers and
nodes for data to display. If a fault occurs with a
dimmer in the network, the PC’s display instantly
shows the detail, and if the fault is cleared the
system resets accordingly. DimSTAT is used to
interrogate I-NODEs, to set up I-NODE names
and to patch universes and ports.

The information available for the I-NODE is as
follows:

a) IP address

b) SUBNET address

c) GATEWAY address

d) I-NODE name

e) MAC address

f) UNIVERSES UA-in

g) UNIVERSES UB-in

h) UNIVERSES UC-out

i) UNIVERSES UD-out

For further information, please refer to the
DimSTAT handbook.

7. Ethernet

7.1 Introduction

The Ethernet module supports virtual connections
using the Compulite protocol and offers a wide
range of settings. The DMX address structure is
multilayered and based on the AVAB protocol:
there are ten logical networks (0-9), each with 32
DMX universes  (1-32), and each universe has
512 DMX channels (1-512). It is normally
advisable to use only one logical network per
auditorium or studio in a venue to simplify the
system.

DMX universes
The I-NODE supports two input DMX universes (A
and B) and two output DMX universes C and D. A
and B inputs can be used for accepting DMX from
two different desks for example. However, if
required A and B could be set to the same
universe.

Non-Ethernet operation
If the I-NODE does not receive Ethernet data it will
respond to the data received on the DMX-A input
which is also sent to the DMX-A Through output.
(If both the Ethernet and the DMX-A input receive
data the module will only respond to the Ethernet
data.)
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Please note that you will need to be familiar with
your lighting control desk’s output, the network at
your site and basic networking concepts to set up
the system effectively.

Ethernet settings
The following Ethernet settings are available:
- IP address: this is unique to each device, and

should be selected in consultation with your
network administrator. In this example we will
use 172.22.4.10.

- Subnet mask: leave at the default value of
255.255.0.0.

- Gateway: leave at the default value of 0.0.0.0.
- Net/Universe A: used to select the logical

network (0-9) and universe (1-32) used for the
DMX-A signal.

- Net/Universe B: as above, but for the DMX-B
signal.

7.2 To set up of the Ethernet options

The network structure and addressing scheme
should be designed in detail before setting the
Ethernet options, to ensure a smoothly working
system. This information should be carefully
archived as it will be needed in future when any
changes are made to the networked dimmer
system.

1. Press INST.

2. Press  or  to choose the
ETHERNET SETUP menu. Press ENT.

3. Press  or  to choose the IP
ADDRESS menu. Press ENT.

4. The screen shows:

IP ADDRESS

[172].22.10.100

5. Use the arrow keys to set the address,
which should be different for each I-
NODE and unique on the network. IP
addresses on different subnets may be
used, but only if the subnet mask is
enlarged to accommodate both ranges
of numbers.

6. Press ENT to leave the menu and
record the changes or EXIT (to leave
the previous settings unchanged).

7. Once you have returned to the
ETHERNET SETUP menu, press  or
 to choose the NET/UNIVERSE A
menu (there is no need to change the
subnet mask and gateway settings).
Press ENT.

8. The screen shows:

NET A:[0], 01UA

ENTER

9. Use the arrow keys to set the logical
network and universe for DMX-A (in the
screen above network 0 and universe 1
are selected).

10. Press ENT to leave the menu and
record the changes or EXIT (to leave
the previous settings unchanged).

11. Once you have returned to the
ETHERNET SETUP menu, press  or
 to choose the NET/UNIVERSE B
menu. Press ENT.

12. The screen shows:

NET B:[0], 02UB

ENTER

13. Use the arrow keys to set the logical
network and universe for DMX-B (in the
screen above network 0 and universe 2
are selected).

14. Press ENT to leave the menu and
record the changes or EXIT (to leave
the previous settings unchanged).

After completing the settings it is advisable to test
the whole system, including any peripherals
connected to the DMX outputs of the networked
dimmers.

8. FIRST USE

8.1 Initial setup of the I-NODE

When I-NODE is used for the first time, the
following set up procedure is necessary:

- Ensure all cables are correctly connected
- Switch on and check that the indicators

light correctly and the start-up screen
shows the software version

- Check the unique IP address (to set up
or adjust return to section 7.2)

- Check the NET/UNIVERSE (A,B,C or D)
as follows:

NET A : [5] , 11 UA

ENTER

 This displays LOGICAL NET [5] (0 - 9)
which has been subdivided in 1-32
addresses (e.g. [ 11 ]).

- Check the status of Universe by
pressing button U-A the panel which
then displays the following:

A   :   V   Universe A

CH  :  004   86 %  S  :  071

   The display indicates ‘Universe A’ (the
name Universe can be setup via
DimSTAT). The status of channel (CH:)
004 is 86%. By using   or   each
channel level can be interrogated.
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APPENDIX 1: Typical I-NODE network.
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APPENDIX 2: Flow chart.


